Folding-Reaction Coupling in a Self-Cleaving Protein.
Backbone torsional strain has been implicated as a cause of rate enhancement in a class of autoprocessing proteins performing proteolysis and protein splicing. In the autoproteolytic protein domain SEA, folding and proteolytic activity have experimentally been shown to be coupled with about 7 kcal/mol of folding free energy available for catalysis. Here, we have examined the catalytic strategy of SEA with molecular dynamics simulations, potential of mean force free energy profiles, and B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) density functional calculations. A quantitative estimate of the free energy stored as protein strain (about 8 kcal/mol), that is available for catalyzing the cleavage reaction, is obtained and found to be in excellent agreement with thermodynamic and kinetic data. It is further shown that there is strong coupling between folding and reaction coordinates leading to reactant state destabilization in the direction of folding and transition state stabilization along the reaction coordinate. This situation is different from the preorganized active site model in that the fully folded transition state stabilizing structure is not realized until the reaction barrier is surmounted.